
Under the terms of each of these contract structures, we retain a portion of the natural gas and NGLs 
as our fee in exchange for providing these producers with our services. In order to protect our unitholders 
from volatility in our cash flows that can result from fluctuations in commodity prices, we enter into 
derivative financial instruments to effectively fi the sales price of the natural gas and NGLs we anticipate 
receiving under the terms of these contracts. As a result of entering into these derivative financial 
instruments, we have largely fixed the amount of cash that we will receive in the future when we sell the 
processed natural gas and NGLs, although the market price of these commodities will continue to fluctuate 
during that time. 

Marketing 

Revenues of our Marketing segment are derived from providing supply, transportation, balancing, 
storage and sales services for producers and wholesale customers on our natural gas pipelines, as well as 
other interconnected pipeline systems. Natural gas marketing activities are primarily undertaken to realize 
incremental revenues on natural gas purchased at the wellhead, and to provide other services valued by our 
customers. In general, natural gas purchased and sold by our Marketing business is priced at a published 
daily or monthly index price. Sales to wholesale customers typically incorporate a premium for managing 
their transmission and balancing requirements. Higher premiums and associated revenues result from 
transactions that involve smaller volumes or that offer greater service flexibility for wholesale customers. 
At the request of some customers, we will enter into long-term fixed price purchase or sales contracts with 
our customers and usually will enter into offsetting positions under the same or similar terms. We 
recognize revenues upon delivery of natural gas and NGLs to our customers, when services are rendered, 
pricing is dcterminahle and collectibility is reasonably assured. 

Estimation of Revenue and Cost of Natural Gas 

0 

For our natural gas and marketing businesses, we must estimate our current month revenue and cost 
of gas to permit the timely preparation of our consolidated financial statements. We generally cannot 
compile actual billing information nor obtain actual vendor invoices within a timeframe that would permit 
the recording of this actual data prior to preparation of the consolidated financial statements. As a result, 
we record an estimate each month for our operating revenues and cost of natural gas based on the best 
available volume and price data for natural gas delivered and received, along with a true-up of the prior 
month’s estimate to equal the prior months actual data. As a result, there is one month of estimated data 
recorded in our operating revenues and cost of natural gas for each of the years ended December 31, 2006, 
2005 and 2004. We believe that the assumptions underlying these estimates will not be significantly 
different from actual amounts due to the routine nature of these estimates and the stability of ow 
processes. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 

0 

Cash equivalents are defined as all highly marketable securities with maturities of three months or less 
when purchased. The carrying value of cash and cash equivalents approximates fair value because of the 
short term to maturity of these investments. 

We extinguish liabilities when a creditor has relieved us of our obligation. which occurs when our 
financial institution honors a check that the creditor has presented for payment. As such, included in 
Accounts payable and other on our Consolidated Statements of Financial Position are obligations for 
which we have issued check payments that have not yet been presented to the financial institution of 
approximately $46.9 million and $46.5 million at December 31,2006 and 2005, respectively. 
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Allowance for Doubtful Accounts 

termine that we will not collect all or 
part of the outstanding balance. Collectibility is reviewed regularly and an allowance is established or 
adjusted, as necessary, using the specific identification method. 

Inventory 

Inventory includes product inventory and materials and supplies inventory. We record all product 
inventories at the lower of our cost as determined on a weighted average basis, or market. The product 
inventory consists of liquids and natural gas. Upon disposition, product inventory is recorded to Cost of 
natural gas at the weighted average cost of inventory, including any adjustments recorded to reduce 
inventory to market value. 

Materials and supplies inventory is either used during operations and charged to operating expense as 
incurred, or used for capital projects and new construction, and capitalized to property, plant and 
equipment. 

Oil Measurement Gains and Losses 

We establish provisions for losses on accounts receivable if we 

Oil measurement gains and losses occur as part of the normal operating conditions associated with 

physical, which occur through evaporation, shrinkage, differences in measurement between receipt 

degradation, which result from mixing at the interface between higher quality light crude oil and 

revaluation, which are a function of crude oil prices and the level of the camer’s inventory. 

Difficulties are inherent in quantifying oil measurement gains and losses because physical 
measurements of volumes are not practical, as products continuously move through our pipelines and 
virtually all of these pipelines are located underground. Quantifying oil measurement gains and losses is 
especially difficult for us because of the length of the pipeline systems and the number of different grades 
of crude oil and types of crude oil products we carry. We utilize engineering-based models and operational 
assumptions to estimate product volumes in our systems and associated oil measurement gains and losses. 
Material changes in our assumptions may result in revisions to our oil measurement gain and loss estimates 
in the period determined. 

OperationaIBaIancing Agreements and Natural Gas Imbalances 

To facilitate deliveries of natural gas and provide for operational flexibility, we have operational 
balancing agreements in place with other interconnecting pipelines. These agreements ensure that the 
volume of gas a shipper schedules for transportation between two interconnecting pipelines equals the 
volume actually delivered. If natural gas moves between pipelines in volumes that are more or less than the 
volumes the shipper previously scheduled, a gas imbalance is created. The imbalances are settled through 
periodic cash payments or repaid in kind through the receipt or delivery of natural gas in the future. Gas 
imbalances are recorded as Accrued receivables and Accrued purchases on our Consolidated Statements 
of Financial Position using the posted index prices, which approximate market rates, or our weighted 
average cost of gas. 

our Liquids pipelines. The three types of oil measurement gains and losses include: 

and delivery locations and other operational incidents; 

lower quality heavy crude oil in pipelines; and 
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Capitalization Policies, Depreciation Methods and Impairment of Proper& Plant and Equipment 

We capitalize expenditures related to property, plant and equipment, subject to a minimum rule, that 
have a useful life greater than one year for (1) assets purchased or constructed; (2) existing assets that are 
replaced, improved, or the useful lives have been extended; or (3) all land, regardless of cost. Acquisitions 
of new assets, additions, replacements and improvements (other than land) costing less than the minimum 
rule in addition to maintenance and repair costs are expensed as incurred. 

During construction, we capitalize direct costs, such as labor and materials, and other costs, such as 
direct overhead and interest at our weighted average cost of debt, and, in our regulated businesses that 
apply the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 71, Accountingfor the Effects of 
Certain Types of Regulation, or SFAS No. 71, an equity return component. 

We categorize our capital expenditures as either core maintenance or enhancement expenditures. 
Core maintenance expenditures are necessary to maintain the service capability of our existing assets and 
include the replacement of system components and equipment that are worn, obsolete or near the end of 
their useful lives. Ewamples of core maintenance expenditures include valve automation programs, 
cathodic protection, zero-hour compression overhauls and electrical switchgear replacement programs. 
Enhancement expenditures improve the service capability of our existing assets, extend asset useful lives, 
increase capacities from existing levels, reduce costs or enhance revenues, and enable us to respond to 
governmental regulations and developing industry standards. Examples of enhancement expenditures 
include costs associated with installation of seals, liners and other equipment to reduce the risk of 
environmental contamination from crude oil storage tanks, costs of sleeving a major segment of a pipeline 
system following an integrity tool run, natural gas or crude oil well-connects, natural gas plants and 
pipeline construction and expansion. 

Regulatory guidance issued hy the FERC requires us to expense certain costs associated with 
implementing the pipeline integrity management requirements of the US. Department of Transportation’s 
Office of Pipeline Safcty. Under this guidance, beginning in January 2006, costs to 1) prepare a plan to 
implement the program, 2) identify high consequence areas, 3) develop and maintain a record keeping 
system and 4) inspect, test and report on the condition of affected pipeline segments to determine the need 
for repairs or replacements, are required to be expensed. We adopted this guidance prospectively in 
January 2006 for all our pipeline systems. Costs of modifying pipelines to permit in-line inspections, certain 
costs associated with developing or enhancing computer software and costs associated with remedial 
mitigation actions to correct an identified condition continue to be capitalized. We have historically 
capitalized initial in-line inspection programs, crack detection tool runs and hydrostatic testing costs 
conducted for the purposes of detecting manufacturing or construction defects. Beginning January 2006, 
costs of this nature are expensed as incurred, which is consistent with industry practice and the regulatory 
guidance issued by the FERC. However, we continue to capitalize initial construction hydrostatic testing 
cost and subsequent hydrostatic testing programs conducted for the purpose of increasing pipeline capacity 
in accordance with our capitalization policies. Also capitalized are certain costs such as sleeving or 
recoating existing pipelines, unless the expenditures are incurred as a single event and not part of a major 
program, in which case we expense these costs as incurred. Our adoption of the regulatory guidance did 
not significantly affect our financial position, results of operations or cash flows. 

We record property, plant and equipment at its original cost, which we depreciate on a straight-line 
basis over the lesser of their estimated useful lives or the estimated remaining lives of the crude oil or 
natural gas production in the basins the assets serve. Our determination of the useful lives of property, 
plant and equipment requires us to make various assumptions, including the supply of and demand for 
hydrocarbons in the markets served by our assets. normal wear and tear of the facilities, and the extent and 
frequency of maintenance programs. We routinely utilize consultants and other experts to assist us in 
assessing the remaining lives of the crude oil or natural gas production in the basins we serve. 
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We record depreciation using the group method of depreciation which is commonly used by pipelines, 
utilities and similar entities. Under the group method, for all segments, upon the disposition of property, 
plant and equipment, the cost less net proceeds is typically charged to accumulated depreciation and no 
gain or loss on disposal is recognized. However, when a separately identifiable group of assets, such as a 
stand-alone pipeline system is sold, we will recognize a gain or loss in our Consolidated Statements of 
Income for the difference between the cash received and the net book value of the assets sold. Changes in 
any of our assumptions may alter the rate at which we recognize depreciation in our consolidated financial 
statements. At regular intervals, we retain the services of independent consultants to assist us with 
assessing the reasonableness of the useful lives we have established for the property, plant and equipment 
of our major systems. Based on the results of these regular assessments we may make modifications to the 
assumptions we use to determine our depreciation rates. 

We evaluate the recoverability of our property, plant and equipment when events or circumstances 
such as economic obsolescence, the business climate, legal and other factors indicate we may not recover 
the carrying amount of the assets. We continually monitor our businesses, the market and business 
environments to identify indicators that could suggest an asset may not be recoverable. We evaluate the 
asset for recoverability by estimating the undiscounted future cash flows expected to be derived from 
operating the asset. These cash flow estimates require us to make projections and assumptions for many 
years into the future for pricing, demand, competition, operating cost and other factors. We recognize an 
impairment loss when the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its fair value as determined by quoted 
market prices in active markets or present value techniques if quotes are unavailable. The determination of 
the fair value using present value techniques requires us to make projections and assumptions regarding 
the probability of a range of outcomes and the rates of interest used in the present value calculations. Any 
changes we make to these projections and assumptions could result in significant revisions to our 
evaluation of recoverability of our property, plant and equipment and the recognition of an impairment 
loss in our Consolidated Statements of Income. 

Goodwill 

Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price over the fair value of net assets acquired in a 
business combination. Goodwill is allocated to two of our segments, Natural Gas and Marketing. 

Goodwill is not amortized, but is tested for impairment annually based on carrying values as of the 
end of the second quarter, or more frequently if impairment indicators arise that suggest the carryingvalue 
of goodwill may not he recovered. Impairment occurs when the canying amount of a reporting unit 
exceeds its fair value. At the time we determine that impairment has occurred, the carrying value of the 
goodwill is written down to its fair value. To estimate the fair value of the reporting units, we make 
estimates and judgments about future cash flows, as well as revenue, cost of sales, operating expenses, 
capital expenditures and net working capital based on assumptions that are consistent with our most recent 
five-year plan, which we use to manage the business. We have not identified or recognized any goodwill 
impairments during the years ended December 31,2006,2005 or 2004. 

Intangibles, Net 

Intangibles, net, consist of customer contracts for the purchase and sale of natural gas and natural gas 
supply opportunities. We amortize these assets on a straight-line basis over the weighted average useful life 
of the underlying assets, representing the period over which the asset is expected to contribute directly or 
indirectly to our future cash flows. 
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We evaluate the carrying value of our intangible assets whenever certain events or changes in 
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of these assets may not be recoverable. In assessing the 
recoverability of intangibles, we compare the carrying value to the undiscounted future cash flows the 
intangibles are expected to generate. If the total of the undiscounted future cash flows is less than the 
carlying amount of the intangibles, the intangibles are written down to their fair value. We did not identify 
nor recognize any impairment of our intangible assets for the years ended December 31, 2006, 2005, 
or 2004. 

Other Assets 

Other assets primarily include deferred financing costs, which we amortize on a straight-line basis, 
which approximates the effective interest method, over the life of the related debt to interest expense on 
our Consolidated Statements of Income. 

Income Taxes 

We are not a taxable entity for US. federal income tax purposes or for the majority of states that 
impose income tax. These taxes on our net income are borne by our unitholders through the allocation of 
taxable income. In May 2006, the State of Texas enacted substantial changes to its tax structure beginning 
in 2007 by imposing a new tax based upon modified gross revenue. Under the provisions of Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standards No. 109,Accountingfor~ncome Tuxes, we have determined that this tax is 
an income tax. As a result, we have recognized deferred income tax assets and liabilities for temporary 
differences between the relevant basis of our assets and liabilities for financial reporting and tax purposes. 
The impact of changes in tax legislation on deferred income tax liah es and assets is recorded in the 
period of enactment. Our initial accounting for the enactment of this income tax did not materially affect 
our results of operation, financial condition or cash flows. 

Net income for financial statement purposes may differ significantly from taxable income of 
unitholden as a result of differences between the tax basis and financial reporting basis of assets and 
liabilities and the taxable income allocation requirements under our partnership agreement. The aggregate 
difference in the basis of our net assets for financial and tax reporting purposes cannot be readily 
determined because information regarding each partner’s tax attributes in us is not available. 

Derivative Financial lnstrnments 

0 

Our net income and cash flows are subject to volatility stemming from changes in interest rates and 
commodity prices of natural gas, NGL, condensate and fraction margins (the relative price differential 
between NGL sales and the offsetting natural gas purchases). In order to manage the risks to unitholders, 
we use a variety of derivative financial instruments including futures, fonvards, swaps, options and other 
financial instruments with similar characteristics to create offsetting positions to specific commodity or 
interest rate exposures. In accordance with SFAS No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and 
Hedging Activities (“SFAS No. 133”), we record all derivative financial instruments on our Consolidated 
Statements of Financial Position at fair market value. We record the fair market value of our derivative 
financial instruments in the Consolidated Statements of Financial Position as current and long-term assets 
or liabilities on a net basis by counterparty. For those instruments that qualify for hedge accounting, the 
accounting treatment depends on the intended use and designation of each instrument. For our derivative 
financial instruments related to commodities that do not qualify for hedge accounting, the change in 
market value is recorded as a component of Cost of natural gas in the Consolidated Statements of Income. 
For our derivative financial instruments related to interest rates that do not qualify for hedge accounting, 
the change in fair market value is recorded as a component of Interest expense in the Consolidated 
Statements of Income. 
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In implementing our hedging programs, we have established a formal analysis, execution and 
reporting framework that requires the approval of the board of directors of Enhridge Management or a 
committee of our senior management. We employ derivative financial instruments in connection with an 
underlying asset, liability or anticipated transaction and we do not use derivative financial instruments for 
speculative purposes. 

Derivative financial instruments qualifying for hedge accounting treatment that we use can generally 
be divided into two categories: 1) cash flow hedges, or 2) fair value hedges. We enter into cash flow hedges 
to reduce the variability in cash flows related to forecasted transactions. We enter into fair value hedges to 
reduce the risk of changes in thevalue of recognized assets or liabilities. 

Price assumptions we use to value the cash flow and fair value hedges can affect net income for each 
period. We use published market price information where available, or quotations from over-the-counter 
(“OTC”) market makers to find executable bids and offers. The valuations also reflect the potential impact 
of liquidating our position in an orderly manner over a reasonable period of time under present market 
conditions, modeling risk, credit risk of our counterparties and operational risk. The amounts reported in 
our consolidated financial statements change quarterly as these valuations are revised to reflect actual 
results, changes in market conditions or other factors, many of which are beyond our control. 

At inception, we formally document the relationship between the hedging instrument and the hedged 
item, the risk management objectives, and the methods used for assessing and testing correlation and 
hedge effectiveness. We also assess, both at the inception of the hedge and on an on-going basis, whether 
the derivatives that are used in our hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes in cash 
flows or the fair value of the hedged item. Furthermore, we regularly assess the creditworthiness of our 
counterparties to manage against the risk of default. If we determine that a derivative is no longer highly 
effective as a hedge, we discontinue hedge accounting prospectively by including changes in the fair value 
of the derivative in current earnings. 

For cash flow hedges, changes in the fair market values of derivative financial instruments, to the 
extent that the hedges are determined to be highly effective, are recorded as a component of Accumulated 
other comprehensive income until the hedged transactions occur and are recognized in earnings. Any 
ineffective portion of a cash flow hedge’s change in fair market value is recognized immediately in 
earnings. For fair value hedges, the change in fair market value of the financial instrument is determined 
each period and is taken into earnings. In addition, the change in the fair market value of the hedged item 
is also calculated and taken into earnings. To the extent that the two valuations offset, the hedge is 
effective and net earnings is not affected. 

Our earnings are also affected by use of the mark-to-market method of accounting as required under 
GAAP for derivative financial instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting. We use short-term, 
highly liquid derivative financial instruments such as basis swaps and other similar derivative financial 
instruments to economically hedge market price risks associated with inventories, firm commitments and 
certain anticipated transactions, primarily within our Marketing segment. However, these derivative 
financial instruments, do not qualify for hedge accounting treatment under SFAS No. 133, and thus the 
changes in fair value of these instruments are recorded on the balance sheet and through earnings (i.e., 
using the “mark-to-market” method) rather than being deferred until the firm commitment or anticipated 
transaction affects earnings. The use of mark-to-market accounting for financial instruments can cause 
non-cash earnings volatility due to changes in the underlying indices, primarily commodity prices. The fair 
market value of these derivative financial instruments is determined using price data from highly liquid 
markets such as the New York Mercantile Exchange, or NYMEX, OTC market makers, or other similar 
sources. 
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Commitments, Contingencies and Environmental Liabilities - 
We expense or capitalize, as appropriate, expenditures for ongoing compliance with environmental 

regulations that relate to past or current operations. Amounts for remediation of existing environmental 
contamination caused by past operations, which do not benefit future periods by preventing or eliminating 
future contamination, are expensed. Liabilities are recorded when environmental assessments indicate that 
remediation efforts are probable, and the costs can be reasonably estimated. Estimates of the liabilities are 
based on currently available facts, existing technology and presently enacted laws and regulations taking 
into consideration the likely effects of inflation and other factors. These amounts also consider prior 
experience in remediating contaminated sites, other companies’ clean-up experience and data released by 
government organizations. These estimates are subject to revision in future periods based on actual costs 
or new information and are included on the balance sheet in other current and long-term liabilities at their 
undiscounted amounts. We evaluate recoveries from insurance coverage separately from the liability and, 
when recovely is probable, we record and report an asset separately from the associated liability in our 
consolidated financial statements. 

We recognize liabilities for other contingencies when, after fully analyzing the available information, 
we determine it is either probable that an asset has been impaired or that a liability has been incurred and 
the amount of impairment or loss can be reasonably estimated. When a range of probable loss can be 
estimated, we accrue the most likely amount, or if no amount is more likely than another, the minimum of 
the range of probable loss. We typically expense legal costs associated with loss contingencies as such costs 
are incurred. 

Asset Retirement ObIigations 

We record a liability for the fair value of asset retirement obligations, or ARO, on a discounted basis, 
in the period in which the liability is incurred. Typically we record an ARO at the time the assets are 
installed or acquired, if a reasonable estimate of fair value can be made. In connection with establishing an 
ARO, we capitalize the costs as part of the carrying value of the related assets. We recognize an ongoing 
expense for the interest component of the liability as part of depreciation expense resulting from changes 
in the value of the ARO due to the passage of time. We depreciate the initial capitalized costs over the 
useful lives of the related assets. We extinguish the liabilities for AROs when assets are taken out of 
service or othenvise abandoned. 

In December 2005, we adopted the provisions of Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) 
Interpretation No. 47, Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations, an interpreration of FASB 
Statemenr No. 143 (“FIN 47”). FIN 47 requires us to recognize a liability and related asset, consistent with 
SFAS No. 143, for the fair value of conditional asset retirement obligations that we can reasonably 
estimate. FIN 47 also provides specific guidance regarding when an asset retirement obligation is 
reasonably estimable including when sufficient information is available to apply an expected present value 
technique. As indicated in the table below, our implementation of FIN 47 did not have a material effect on 
our consolidated financial statements. 

We have legal obligations requiring us to decommission our offshore pipeline systems at retirement. 
In certain rate jurisdictions, we are permitted to include annual charges for removal costs in the regulated 
cost of selvice rates we charge our customers. Additionally, legal obligations exist for a minority of our 
onshore right-of-way agreements due to requirements or landowner options to compel us to remove the 
pipe at final abandonment. Sufficient data exists with certain onshore pipeline systems to reasonably 
estimate an abandonment retirement obligation cost. However, in some cases, therc is insufficient 
information to reasonably determine the timing andlor method of settlement for estimating the fair value 
of the asset retirement obligation. In these cases: the asset retirement obligation cost is considered 
indeterminate because there is no data or information that can be derived from past practice, iudustly 
practice, management’s intent: or the asset’s estimated economic life. Useful lives of most pipeline systems 

0 
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are primarily derived from available supply resources and ultimate consumption of those resources by end 
users. Variables can affect the remaining lives of the assets which preclude us from making a reasonable 
estimate of the asset retirement obligation. Indeterminate asset retirement obligation costs will be 
recognized in the period in which sufficient information exists to reasonably estimate potential settlement 
dates and methods. 

We did not record any additional AROs for the year ended December 31,2W6, and recorded an asset 
and liability of $2.1 million for AROs for the year ended December 31, 2005. We recorded accretion 
expense of $0.2 million, $0.5 million and $0.1 million, respectively, in the Consolidated Statements of 
Income for the years ended December 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004 for previously recorded asset retirement 
obligation liabilities. 

No assets are legally restricted for purposes of settling our ARO for each of the years ended 
December 31,2006 and 2005. Following is a reconciliation of the beginning and ending aggregate canying 
amount of our ARO liabilities for each of the years ended December 31,2006 and 2005: 

2006 2005 
(in millions) 
- -  

Balance at beginning of period ......... ... $3.6 $1.0 
Implementation of FIN 47-Liability.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. - 2.1 

... .... 0.2 0.5 Accretion expense 
Balance at end of period.. ......................................................... $3.8 $3.6 

Comparative Amounts 

We have made reclassifications to  the prior years’ reported amounts to conform to our presentation in 
the 2M)6 consolidated financial statements. These reclassifications were made within the Consolidated 
Statements of Cash Flows within net cash provided by operating activities and have no effect on net 
income. 

Recent Accouniing Pronouncements Noi Yet Adopted 

Fair Value Measurements 

- _ _  
- -  _ -  

In September 2006, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued FASB Statement 
No. 157, Fair Vulue Measurements. This statement defines fair value, establishes a framework for 
measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), and expands disclosures about 
fair value measurement. The statement is effective for fiscal years beginning after November 15,2007, and 
with limited exceptions is to he applied prospectively as of the beginning of the fiscal year initially adopted. 
We expect to adopt the provisions of this statement prospectively beginning January 1, 2008. We do not 
expect our adoption of this pronouncement to materially affect our consolidated financial statements. 
However, our adoption of this pronouncement may affect OUI disclosures regarding derivative financial 
instruments and indebtedness. 

Accounting for Registration Payment Arrangements 

In December2006, the FASB issued FASB Staff Position FSP EITF 00-19-2, Accounting for 
Registration Payment Alrangements. This FASB Staff Position, or FSP, specifies that the contingent 
ohligation to make future payments or otherwise transfer consideration under a registration payment 
arrangement, whether issued as a separate agreement or included as a provision of a financial instrument 
or other agreement, should be separately recognized and measured in accordance with FASB Statement 
No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. This FSP also requires certain disclosures regarding registration 
payment arrangements and liabilities recorded for such purposes. This FSP is immediately effective for 
registration payment arrangements entered into or modified after December 21, 2006. The guidance of 
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this FSP is effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2006, and interim periods within those 
fiscal years for registration payment arrangements entered into prior to December 21, 2006. This FSP 
requires adoption by reporting a change in accounting principle through a cumulative-effect adjustment to 
the opening balance of our partners' capital accounts as of the first interim period of the year in which this 
FSP is initially applied. We do not expect our adoption of this FSP to materially affect our financial 
position, results of operations or cash flows. 

Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 108 

In September 2006, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued Staff Accounting Bulletin 
No. 108. This Bulletin requires a "dual approach" for quantifications of errors using both a method that 
focuses on the income statement impact, including the cumulative effect of prior years' misstatements, and 
a method that focuses on the period-end balance sheet. We adopted SAB No. 108 as of December 31, 
2006. The adoption of this Bulletin did not have a material impact on our consolidated financial 
statements. 

3. ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSITIONS 

We accounted for each of our completed acquisitions using the purchase method and recorded the 
assets acquired and liabilities assumed at their estimated fair market values as of the date of purchare. We 
have included the results of operations from each of these acquisitions in our earnings from the acquisition 
date. 

2006 Acquisitions and Dispositions 

Oakhill Acquisition 

In April2006, we acquired, for $33.3 million in cash, an 80-mile natural gas pipeline that is 
complementaly to our existing East Texas system. This pipeline provides approximately 100 million cubic 
feet per day, or MMcfid, of additional transportation capacity and interconnects with approximately 65 
central receipt points. 

The purchase price and the allocation to assets acquired and liabilities assumed are as follows in 
millions of dollars: 

Purchase Price: 

Allocation of purchase price: 
Cash paid, including transaction costs .......... $33.3 

~ 
~ 

Property, plant and equipment, includ 
Intangibles ................................ 
Goodwill ......................... 

~ 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $33.3 
~ ____ 

2005 Acquisitions and Di~posiiions 

North Texas Natural Gas System 

In January2005, we acquired natural gas gathering and processing assets in north Texas for 
$164.6 million in cash, including transaction costs of $0.5 million. The assets we acquired serve the Fort 
Worth Basin, which is mature, but experiencing minimal production decline rates and include: 

2,200 miles of gas gathering pipelines; and 

four processing plants with aggregate processing capacity of 121 MMcfid of natural gas. 
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The system provides cash flow primarily from purchasing raw natural gas from producers at the 
wellhead, processing the natural gas and then selling the natural gas liquids and residue natural gas 
streams. We included the assets and results of operations in our Natural Gas segment from the 
acquisition date. 

We allocated the purchase price of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed as follows (in millions): 

Purchase Price: 

Allocation of purchase price: 
Cash paid, including transaction costs. ............................... 

Property, plant and equipment, including construction in progress. ...... 

Current habdities. ................................................. 

$164.6 

$151.6 

~ 

Intangibles, including contracts ..................................... 14.3 
(0.9) 

Contingent liabilities. ...... ...................... (0.4) 

. . . .  

Total. .............................................................. $164.6 
~ 

Other 2005 Acquisitions 

In June 2005, we acquired for $20.1 million in cash, a natural gas pipeline and related facilities 
consisting of 92 miles of 20-inch diameter pipeline that extends from Pampa, Texas into western Oklahoma 
and has interconnects with our Anadarko system. We integrated this pipeline into our existing Anadarko 
system and have included the assets and operating results in our Natural Gas segment from the date of 
acquisition. The purchase price for this acquisition was allocated to property, plant and equipment for 
$19.1 million and goodwill for $1.0 million. We also acquired other gathering and processing assets during 
2005 that are complementary to our existing natural gas systems for cash totaling approximately 
$1.7 million. 

Sale of Gathering and Processing Assets 

In December 2005, we sold for $105.4 million in cash, a processing plant and related facilities and 
other gathering and processing assets located in our East and South Texas systems with a carrying value of 
approximately $86.9 million. We incurred selling costs of approximately $0.4 million and recognized a gain 
on the sale of approximately $18.1 million. The facilities we sold represent non-strategic assets within our 
Natural Gas segment. In connection with this sale, we paid approximately $16.3 million to settle natural 
gas collars on 2,000 Million British Thermal units per day, or MMBtdd, associated with the natural gas 
produced by these assets and entered into offsetting derivatives at market to close out derivatives 
previously classified as hedges of 273 Barrels per day, or Bpd, of NGL produced by these assets. We had 
previously recorded unrealized losses associated with the natural gas collars that were realized upon 
settlement. Refer to Note 15 for additional discussion regarding our derivative activities. 

2004 Acquuisitions 

Mid-Continent System 

In March2004, we acquired crude oil pipeline and storage assets, which we refer to as the 
Mid-Continent system, for $117.0 million, including transaction costs of $2.0 million. The assets acquired 
sewe refineries in the U.S. Mid-Continent from Cushing, Oklahoma and include: 

The 433-mile Ozark pipeline from Cushing to Wood River, Illinois; 

A 1.2 million barrel storage terminal located in El Dorado, Kansas; 

The 47-mile West Tulsa pipeline in Oklahoma; and 

A storage terminal at Cushing, with 8.3 million barrels of storage capacity 
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These systems were acquired to provide cash flows primarily from toll or fee-based revenues from a 
combination of regulated assets and contracted unregulated assets. We included the assets and results of 
operations in our Liquids segment from the acquisition date. The value allocated to the assets was 
determined by an independent appraisal. 

We allocated the purchase price to assets acquired and liabilities assumed as follows (in millions): 

Purchase Price: 

Allocation of purchase price: 
Cash paid, including transaction costs.. .............................. $117.0 

Property, plant and equipment.. .................................... $117.5 
Current assets .................................................... 0.2 
Current liabilities.. .. ....... ....... 
Environmental liabilit ................................. (0.5) 

~ __ 

Total .............................................. 
~ 

Other 2004 Acquisitions 

During 2004, we completed five separate acquisitions of natural gas assets for a total of $10.9 million. 
The purchase price for these acquisitions was applied to property, plant, and equipment with no associated 
goodwill recorded. We included the results of operations for the acquisitions in our Natural Gas segment 
from the acquisition date. 

In March2004, we also purchased natural gas transmission and gathering pipeline assets for 
$13.1 million. The assets, referred to as the “Palo Duro” system, are located in Texas between our existing 
Anadarko and North Texas systems, and have increased our natural gas delively flexibility to our 
customers. The assets purchased include approximately 400 miles of natural gas transmission and gathering 
pipelines, together with 5,200 horsepower of compression. We allocated the purchase price for this 
acquisition to property, plant and equipment and no goodwill was recorded. The Palo Dnro system’s 
results of operations are included in our Natural Gas segment from the date of acquisition. 0 
4. NET INCOME PER LIMITED PARTNER UNIT 

We compute net income per limited partner unit by dividing net income, after deducting our 
allocation to the General Partner, by the weighted average number of our limited partner units 
outstanding. The General Partner’s allocation is equal to an amount based upon its general partner 
interest, adjusted to reflect an amount equal to its incentive distributions and an amount required to reflect 
depreciation on the General Partner’s historical cost basis for assets contributed on formation of the 
Partnership. We have no dilutive securities, therefore basic and diluted earnings per unit amounts are equal. 
Net income per limited partner unit was determined as follows: 

Year ended Docember31, 
2006 2005 2004 

(in millions, 
except per unit amounts) 

_ _ _ _ _ _  

Net income ... ................................ $284.9 $ 89.2 $138.2 

Net income allocated to General Partner . (5.7) (1.8) (2.8) 
Incentive distributions to General Partner ............ (25.1) (21.6) (19.6) 
Historical cost depreciation adjustments. . (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 

(30.9) (23.5) (22.5) 
Net income allocable to limited partner units 
Weighted average units outstanding.. ...... 70.2 62.1 56.1 

$ 3.62 $ 1.06 S 2.06 Net income per limited partner unit (basic and diluted) 

$254.0 $ 65.7 sii5.7 
~~~ 
~~~ 

~~~ 
~~~ 

~~~ 
~~~ 
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5. INVENTORY 

Inventory is comprised of the following: 

December 31, 
2006 2w5 

(in millions) 
_ _ _ _  

Material and supplies ................................................ 
Liquids inventory. ................................................... 
Natural gas and natural gas liquids inventory.. .......................... 

$ '3.8 $ '8.3 
9.9 11.1 

103.4 119.5 
$117.1 $138.9 

~~ 

~~ 
~~ 

Our inventory at December 31, 2006 is net of charges totaling $17.7 million we recorded in 2006 to 
reduce the cost basis of our natural gas inventory to reflect market value. The lower of cost or market 
adjustments are included in the Cost of natural gas of our Natural Gas and Marketing segments on o u  
Consolidated Statements of Income. 

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

Properly, Plant and Equipment is comprised of the following: 

Land. ............................................ 
Rights-of-way ..................................... 
Pipeline .......................................... 

Compressors, meters, and other operating equipment.. 
Pumping equipment, buildings and tanks ............. 

Vehicles, office furniture and equipment ............. 
Processing and treating plants.. ..................... 
Construction in progress.. .......................... 

Total property, plant and equipment.. ............. 
Accumulated depreciation. ......................... 

Net properly, plant and equipment ................ 

Depreciation 
Rates 

- 
1.5% - 6.4% 

0.6% - 12.0% 
1.5% - 14.3% 
0.6% - 20.0% 
0.6% - 33.3% 
2.7% - 4.0% 

- 

December 31, 
2006 2005 

(in millions) 
$ 14.3 $ 13.8 

_ _ _ -  

298.6 280.2 
2,320.8 2,194.2 

747.4 673.0 
418.1 310.0 
112.4 102.7 
86.4 79.0 

733.6 209.1 
4.731.6 3.862.0 

~~ 

i906.7) (782.0) 
$3,824.9 $3,080.0 

We have assets included in the above table that are highly depreciated, which yield depreciation rates 
that suggest these assets have significant remaining useful lives. 

Based on third-party studies commissioned by management, we implemented revised depreciation 
rates for the Lakehead system effective January 1, 2006, and the Anadarko, North Texas and East Texas 
systems effective August 1, 2005. We reduced the annual composite rate, representing the expected 
remaining service lives of the system assets, from 3.20% to 2.63% for our Lakehead system and from 4.0% 
to 3.4% for our Anadarko, North Texas and East Texas systems. As a result, our depreciation expense for 
the years ended December 31, 2006 and 2005, respectively, was approximately $14.5 million and $2.5 
million lower than if these rates had not been reduced. Additionally, effective July 1, 2006, we increased 
the annual composite rates on three of our FERC-regulated pipelines, representing reductions to the 
expected remaining service lives of our AlaTenn, KPC and Midla systems. These increases resulted in 
approximately $1.3 million of additional depreciation in 2006. 
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7.GOODWILL 

The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for each of the years ended December 31, 2006 and 
2005 are as follows: 

e Natural Gas Marketins Corporate 
(in millions) 

Balance as of December 31,2004.. .... $- $236.8 $20.4 $- $257.2 
1 .o 

Balance as of December 31,2005 . . . . . .  - 237.8 20.4 - 258.2 
- - Purchase price adjustments. ......... ~ 1 .o 

~ - ~ 

7.5 - - Acquisition ........................ - 7.5 - ~ __ 
Balance as of December 31,2006.. .... - $- - $245.3 ~ $20.4 " -= $265.7 - - ~ 

We completed our annual goodwill impairment test using data at June 30, 2006. To estimate the fair 
value of our reporting units we made estimates and judgments about future cash flows, as well as revenue, 
cost of sales, operating expenses, capital expenditures, and net working capital based on assumptions that 
are consistent with the long-range plans we use to manage our businesses. Based on the results of our 
impairment analysis, we determined that the fair value of each reporting unit exceeded its respective 
carrying amount, including goodwill. As a result, no goodwill impairment existed in any of our reporting 
units. We have not observed any events or circumstances subsequent to our analysis that would, more 
likely than not, reduce the fair value of our reporting units below the carrying amounts as of 
December 31,2006. 

8. INTANGIBLES 

The following table provides the gross carrying value, accumulated amortization and activity affecting 
these balances for each of our major classes of intangible assets. 0 Gross CarrJinp. Amount Aecomolated Amortization 

Natural Gas Intangible Natural Gas Accumulated 
Customer SUWlV Assets Customer Sooolv Amortization han*ihle 
Contracts Oppo&&es Gmss Contracts Oppozii t ios  G m s  Asset; Net 

(in millions) 
Balance at 

December 31,2003 
Amortization 

December 31,2004 
Balance at 

Acquisitions 
Dispositions 
Amortization 

December 31,2005 
Acquisitions 
Amortization 

December 31,2006 

Balance at 

Balance at 

$31.1 
- 

31.1 
14.3 
(2.2) 
- 

43.2 
12.8 
- 

$56.0 
~ 
~ 

$ 79.2 $(2.0) $ - $ (2.0) 
-(1.3)(1.9) - (3.2) 

(5.2) 

-(1.7)m - (3.7) 

(8.6) 

- (2 .2) (1.9)  - (4.1) 

$104.1 ~~ $0 ~ $(5.8) $(12.7) ______ 

- 
79.2 (3.3) (1.9) 

- - 14.3 
(2.2) 0.3 0.3 - 

- 
91.3 (4.7) (3.9) 
12.8 - - 

$77.2 
(3.2) 

74.0 
14.3 
(1.9) 

82.7 
12.8 

(4.1) 

$91.4 _____ 
~ 

Our customer contracts are comprised entirely of natural gas purchase and sale agreements associated 
with our Natural Gas and Marketing segments. We amortize our customer contracts on a straight-line 
basis over the weighted average useful life of the underlying reserves at the time of acquisition, which 
approximates 25 years. 
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We obtained the natural gas supply opportunities in conjunction with the 2003 North Texas system 
acquisition and relate entirely to our Natural Gas segment. The value of the intangible asset was 
determined by a third party appraisal and it represents the fair value associated with growth opportunities 
present in the Bamett Shale producing zone. We are amortizing the natural gas supply opportunities over 
the weighted average estimated useful life of the underlying reserves at the time of the acquisition, which 
approximates 25 years. 

We estimate the amortization expense associated with our intangibles for each year through 
December 31,2011 to approximate $4.2 million. 

9. DEBT 
The following table presents the primaly components of our outstanding indebtedness and the 

weighted average interest rates associated with each component at the end of each period presented, 
before the effect of our interest rate hedging activities as discussed in Notes 14 and 15: 

First Mortgage Notes ............ 

December31, 
2006 2005 

Dollars Rate Dollars Rate ___ - 
~ 

2011 9.15% $ 155.0 9.15% $ 186.0 

Maturity 
(dollars in millions) 

_ _  
Senior Notes. ........................ 2009-2034 5.74% 1,498.4 5.70% 1,198.6 
Credit Facility.. ...................... 2010 - - - 

Commercial Paper"' .................. 

Current maturities and short-term debt.. 
Long-term debt ...................... 

2010 5.45% 443.7 4.36% 329.3 
$2.097.1 $1.713.9 

~ 

'(31.0) 
$2,066.1 $1,682.9 

( I )  Individual issuances of commercial paper generally mature in 90 days or less, but are supported by our 
credit facility and are therefore considered long-term debt. 

First Mortgage Notes 

The First Mortgage Notes ("Notes") are collateralized by a first mortgage lien on substantially all of 
the property, plant and equipment of the Lakehead Partnership and are due and payable in equal annual 
installments of $31.0 million until their maturity in 2011. Property, plant and equipment, net, associated 
with the Lakehead Partnership was $1,495.1 million and $1,384.2 million at December 31, 2006 and 2005, 
respectively. The Notes contain various restrictive covenants applicable to us, and restrictions on the 
incurrence of additional indebtedness, including compliance with certain debt issuance tests. We believe 
these restrictions will not negatively impact our ability to finance future expansion projects. Under the 
Notes agreements, we cannot make cash distributions more frequently than quarterly in an amount not to 
exceed Available Cash (see Note 10) for the immediately preceding calendar quarter. We would be 
required to pay a redemption premium pursuant to the Note agreements should we elect to repay the 
Notes prior to their stated maturity. 

Under the terms of the Notes, we are required to establish, at the end of each quarter, a debt service 
reserve. This reserve includes an amount equal to 50% of the prospective Notes interest payments for the 
immediately following quarter and an amount for Note sinking fund repayments. At December 31, 2006 
and 2005, there was no required debt service reserve, as we have made all required interest and sinking 
fund payments. 
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Senior Notes 

All of the Senior Notes pay interest semi-annually and have varying maturities and terms as outlined 
below. The Senior Notes do not contain any covenants restricting the issuance of additional indebtedness 
and rank equally with all of our other existing and future unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness. The 
interest rates set forth in this table represent the interest rates as set forth on the face of each note 
agreement without consideration to any discount or interest rate hedging activities. 

, 

Senior Notes 

Senior Notes maturing in 2009. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2012. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2013. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2014. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2016. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2018.. ................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2028. .................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2033.. ................................... 
Senior Notes maturing in 2034. .................................... 

Unamortized Discount ........................... 

Interest 
Rate 

4.000% 
7.900% 
4.750% 
5.350% 
5.875% 
7.000% 
7.125% 
5.950% 
6.300% 

December 31. 
2006 2005 

(in millions) 
~~ 

$ 200.0 $ 200.0 
100.0 100.0 
200.0 200.0 
200.0 200.0 
300.0 - 
100.0 100.0 
100.0 100.0 
200.0 200.0 
100.0 100.0 

1,500.0 1,200.0 
_ _ _ _ _  

(1.6) (1.4) 
$1,498.4 $1,198.6 

Credit Facilig 

Our Credit Facility, as amended, is a five-year term facility that matures in April 2010. In March 2006, 
we increased the current borrowing capacity from $800 million to $1 billion. Additionally, our Credit 
Facility has a letter of credit sublimit of $300 million. We pay interest on the amounts outstanding at 
variable rates equal to the “Base Rate” or a “Eurodollar Rate” as defined in the Credit Facility. In the case 
of Eurodollar Rate loans, an additional margin is charged which varies depending on our credit rating and 
the amounts drawn under the facility. A facility fee is payable on the entire amount of the Credit Facility 
whether or not drawn. The facility fee also varies depending on our credit rating. Our Credit Facility 
contains restrictive covenants that require us to maintain a minimum interest coverage ratio of 2.75 and a 
maximum leverage ratio of 5.25 for twelve months through December 2006, at which time it decreases to 
5.00, thereafter. At December 31,2006, our interest coverage ratio was approximately 4.4 and our leverage 
ratio was approximately 4.6. Our Credit Facility also places limitations on the debt that our subsidiaries 
may incur directly. Accordingly, it is expected that we will provide debt financing to our subsidiaries as 
necessary. At December 31,2006 and 2005, we had no amounts outstanding under our Credit Facility and 
letters of credit totaling $59.3 million and $149.3, respectively. The amounts we may borrow under the 
terms of our Credit Facility are reduced by the principal amount of our commercial paper issuances and 
the balance of our letters of credit outstanding. At December 31, 2006, we could borrow $495.7 million 
under the terms of our Credit Facility. 

Individual borrowings under the terms of our Credit Facility generally become due and payable at the 
end of each contract period, typically a period of three months or less. We have the option to repay these 
amounts on a non-cash basis by net settling with the parties to our Credit Facility by contemporaneously 
borrowing at the then current rate of interest and repaying the amounts due. During the years ended 
December 31, 2005 and 2004, we net settled borrowings of approximately $565 million and $1,573 million, 
on a non-cash basis. 
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Commercial Paper Program 

We have a commerci; paper program that provides r the issuance of up to $600 million of 
commercial paper that is supported byour  Credii Facility. We access the commercial paper market 
primarily to provide temporary financing for our operating activities, capital expenditures and acquisitions, 
at rates that are generally lower than the rates available under our Credit Facility. At December 31, 2006, 
our Credit Facility remains undrawn and available to support our commercial paper program. At 
December 31, 2006 and 2005, respectively, we had $443.7 and $329.3 million of commercial paper 
outstanding, net of unamortized discount of $1.3 million and $0.7 million, at a weighted average interest 
rate of 5.45% and 4.36% and outstanding letters of credit totaling $59.3 and $149.3 million. At 
December 31, 2006 and 2005, respectively, we could issue an additional $155 million and $270 million in 
principal amount under our commercial paper program. 

We have the ability and intent to refinance all of our commercial paper obligations on a long-term 
basis under our unsecured long-term Credit Facility. Accordingly, such amounts have been classified as 
long-term debt in our accompanying Consolidated Statement of Financial Position. 

Interest 

For the years ended December 31,2006,2005, and 2004, interest expense is net of amounts capitalized 
of $10.7 million, $4.0million, and $2.1 million. For each of the years ended December 31, 2006, 2005, and 
2004, we made interest payments totaling $109.7 million, $101.7 million, and $73.9 million. 

Maturities of mird Parly Debt 

swaps, at December 31,2006, are summarized as follows: 
The scheduled maturities of outstanding third party debt, excluding the market value of interest rate 

2007 .......................................................... 
(in millions) 
$ 31.0 

2008 ............................................................. 31.0 
2009 ............................................................. 231.0 
2010 ............................................................. 476.0 
2011 ............................................................. 31.0 
Thereafter. ....................................................... 1,300.0 

.............................................. $2,100.0 
~ 

10. PARTNERS’ CAPITAL 

Our capital accounts are comprised of a two percent general partner interest and 98 percent limited 
partner interests. The limited partner interests are comprised of Class A common units, Class B common 
units, Class C units, and i-units. The limited partners have limited rights of ownership as provided for 
under our partnership agreement and, as discussed below, the right to participate in our distributions. The 
General Partner manages our operations, subject to a delegation of control agreement with Enbridge 
Management, and participates in the Partnership’s distributions, including certain incentive income 
distributions. 
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Class A common units 

The following table presents the net proceeds from our Class A common unit issuances for each of the 
years ended December 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004. The proceeds from each of our offerings were generally 
used to repay amounts outstanding under our credit facilities or issuances of commercial paper, which we 
initially borrowed to finance our capital expansion projects and acquisitions, or to repay other outstanding 
obligations. 

Net Proeeeds 
Number of Including 

Class A Offering Price General Ge"eml 
Common units per Class A Net Proceeds to Partner Partner 

Issuance Date IsSue Common unit the Partnership"' Cantribution'" Contribution 

2006 
We did not issue any Class A common units during 2006. 
2005 
December 2005. ........... 136,200 ~46.000 $ 6.0 $0.2 
November 2005.. .......... 3,000,000 $46.000 132.1 2.8 
February 2005.. ......... ~. 2,506,500 $49.875 ~ 124.8 2.7 
2005 ~ o t a i s  ............... 5,642,700 $262.9 $5.7 

2004 
September 2004 . . . . . . . . . . .  3,680,000 $47.900 $168.6 $3.6 
January 2004. ............. 450,000 $50.300 21.6 0.4 
2004 Totals ............... 4,130,000 $190.2 $4.0 

(in millions, except per unit amounts) 

~ - 
~ - 

~ __ 
~ - 
~ ~ 

$ 6.2 
134.9 
127.5 

$268.6 
~ 

~ 
~ 

$172.2 
22.0 

~ 

$194.2 
~ 

~ 

('1 Net of underwriters' fees and discounts, commissions and issuance expenses. 

Contributions made by the General Partner to maintain its 2% general partner interest. 

Class B common units 

Our outstanding Class B common units are held entirely by our general partner and have rights 
similar to our Class A common units except that they are not currently eligible for trading on the NYSE. 

Class C units 

In August 2006, we issued and sold 5.4 million Class C units, representing a new class of limited 
partner interest, to our general partner and 5.4 million Class C units to an institutional investor for a 
purchase price of $46.00 per unit in a private transaction exempt from registration under Section 4(2) of 
the Securities Act of 1933. We received proceeds of approximately $500 million, net of expenses associated 
with the private placement. Additionally, our general partner contributed approximately $10 million to 
maintain its two percent general partner interest. 

i-units 

The i-units are a separate class of our limited partner interests, all of which are owned by Enbridge 

Enbridge Management, as the owner of our i-units, votes together with the holders of the common 

Any proposed action that would cause us to be treated as a corporation for US.  federal income tax 

Management and are not publicly traded. 

units as a single class. However, the i-unitsvote separately as a class on the following matters: 

purposcs: 
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Amendments to our partnership agreement that would have a material adverse effect on the holder 
of our i-units, unless, under our partnership agreement, the amendment could be made by our 
general partner without a vote of holders of any class of units; 

The removal of our general partner and the election of a successor general partner; and 

The transfer by our general partner of its general partner interest to a non-affiliated person that 
requires a vote of holders of units under our partnership agreement and the admission of that 
person as a general partner. 

In all cases, Enbridge Management will vote or refrain from voting its i-units in the same manner that 
owners of Enbridge Management’s shares vote or refrain from voting their shares. Furthermore, under the 
term of our partnership agreement, we agree that we will not, except in liquidation, make a distribution on 
an i-unit other than in additional i-units or a security that has in all material respects the same rights and 
privileges as the i-units. 

Dishibutions 

Our partnership agreement requires us to distribute 100 percent of ow “Available Cash ,  which is 
generally defined in our partnership agreement as the sum of all cash receipts and net additions to reserves 
for future cash requirements less cash disbursements and amounts retained by us. Enbridge Management, 
as delegate of our general partner under the delegation of control agreement, computes the amount of our 
“Available Cash.” Typically, the General Partner and owners of our common units will receive 
distributions in cash. However, we also retain reserves to provide for the proper conduct of our business 
and as necessary to comply with the terms of our agreements or obligations (including any reserves 
required under debt instruments for future principal and interest payments and for future capital 
expenditures). We make distributions to our partners approximately 45 days following the end of each 
calendar quarter in accordance with their respective percentage interests. 

Our general partner is granted discretion by our partnership agreement, which discretion has been 
delegated to Enbridge Management, subject to the approval of the General Partner in certain cases, to 
establish, maintain and adjust reserves for future operating expenses, debt service, maintenance capital 
expenditures, and distributions for the next four quarters. These reserves are not restricted by magnitude, 
but only by type of future cash requirements with which they can be associated. When Enbridge 
Management determines our quarterly distributions, it considers current and expected reserve needs along 
with current and expected cash flows to identify the appropriate sustainable distribution level. 

Distributions of our Available Cash are generally made 98.0 percent to holders of our limited partner 
units and 2.0 percent to our general partner. However, distributions are subject to the payment of incentive 
distributions to the General Partner to the extent that certain target levels of distributions to the 
unitholders are achieved. The incremental incentive distributions payable to the General Partner are 15.0 
percent, 25.0 percent and 50.0 percent of all quarterly distributions of Available Cash that exceed target 
levels of $0.59, $0.70, and $0.99 per limited partner units. As set forth in our partnership agreement, we 
will not make cash distributions on our i-units, but instead, will distribute additional i-units such that the 
cash is retained and used in our business. Similarly, until August 15, 2009, we will distribute additional 
Class C units to the holders of our Class C units in lieu of cash distributions, which will be retained and 
used in our business. Further, we retain an additional amount equal to 2.0 percent of the i-unit and Class C 
unit distributions from the General Partner to maintain its 2 percent general partner interest in us. 

Enbridge Management, as owner of the i-units, does not receive distributions in cash. Instead, each 
time that the we make a cash distribution to the General Partner and the holders of our common units, the 
number of i-units owned by Enbridge Management and the percentage of our total units owned by 
Enbridge Management will increase automatically under the provisions of our partnership agreement with 
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the result that the number of i-units owned by Enbridge Management will equal the number of Enbridge 
Management’s shares and voting shares that are then outstanding. The amount of this increase in i-units is 
determined by dividing the cash amount distributed per common unit by the average price of one of 
Enbridge Management’s listed shares on the NYSE for the 10-trading day period immediately preceding 
the ex-dividend date for Enbridge Management’s shares multiplied by the number of shares outstanding on 
the record date. The cash equivalent amount of the additional i-units is treated as if it had actually been 
distributed for purposes of determining the distributions to be made to the General Partner. 

Until August 15, 2009, in lieu of cash distributions, the holders of our Class C units will receive 
quarterly distributions of additional Class C units with a value equal to the quarterly cash distributions we 
pay to the holders of our Class A and Class B common units, which we collectively refer to as common 
units. The number of additional Class C units we will issue is determined by dividing the quarterly cash 
distribution per unit we pay on our common units by the average market price of a Class A common unit as 
listed on the New York Stock Exchange for the 10-trading day period immediately preceding the ex- 
dividend date for our Class A common units multiplied by the number of Class C units outstanding on the 
record date. As a result, the number of Class C units and the percentage of our total units owned by 
holders of the Class C units will increase automatically under the provisions of our partnership agreement. 
The cash equivalent amount of the additional Class C units is treated as if it had actually been distributed 
for purposes of determining the distributions to be made to the General Partner. 

After August 15, 2009, the holders of our Class C units will receive quarterly cash distributions equal 
to those paid to the holders of our common units. Subject to the approval of holders of our outstanding 
units in accordance with the then-existing requirements of the principal national securities exchange on 
which the Class A common units are listed, the Class C units will convert into Class A common units on a 
one-for-one basis. If our unitholders do not approve the conversion, the holders of our Class C units will 
receive quarterly cash distributions equal to 115 percent of those paid to the holders of our common units. 
Prior to conversion, holders of our ClassC units will not be entitled to receive any quarteriy cash 
distribution until the holders of our common units have received a quarterly cash distribution of $0.59 per 

0 

0 common unit. 
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The following table sets forth our distributions, as approved by the board of directors for each period 
in the years ended December 31,2006,2005 and 2004. 

Distribution 
DdaraUon 

Dale 

2006 
October27 
Jmiy28 
April 27 
JanuaryM 

2w5 
October 26 
July 28 
April 25 
January 24 

2004 
October22 
July22 
April 26 
January 22 

DistnImtion 
Payment &le 

November 14 
August 14 
May 15 
Febmary 14 

Novcmher 14 
August 12 
May13 
February 14 

Novcmhcr 12 
August 13 
May 14 
Fehruary 13 

Record 
Date 

November 6 
August 4 
May 5 
February 7 

Nwemker 3 
August 5 
May4 
February3 

Novcmher I 
August 2 
M a y s  
February2 

Amount of 
DlmibuUen 

Carh ofi-onits 
Distribolion available for la i-onit 

per Unit dirlribolion Holders"' 
(in miUi~ns,acept per unit amounts) 

$0.925 $ 79.6 $11.5 
0.925 68.1 11.3 
0.925 67.8 11.0 

10.8 
$283.1 $44.6 

__ 0.925 67.6 

= - - 

$0.925 $ 64.1 $10.6 
0.925 64.0 10.5 
0.925 63.8 10.3 
0.925 61.0 10.1 

$41.5 $252.9 
- - 
- - - 

$0.925 S 60.7 $ 9.9 
0.925 56.6 9.6 
o.yz5 56.5 9.5 
0.925 56.3 9.3 

$230.1 138.3 
- 

- - - - 

Retained 
from 

General 
Partner"' 

$0.4 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

$1.0 
- 
- - 

SD.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

$0.8 
- 
- __ 

$0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

$0.8 
- 
___ __ 

Disuibution 
ofCasb 

$ 57.6 
56.6 
56.6 
56.6 

$227.4 
- 
- - 

6 53.3 
53.3 
53.3 
50.7 

$210.6 
- 
- - 

$ 50.6 
46.8 
46.8 
46.8 

1191.0 __ - 
'IJ Wc issucd 969,2lN, 802,539 and 840,239 i-units to Enbridge Energy Management, LL.C., the sole owner of our i-units. during ZW6, ZOOS and 

2w4, respectlveiy. in lieu ofcash distributions. 

We issucd uK1.587 additional Cias C units 10 our Class C unitholders in lieu of cash distributions during 2UM, including 100,293 to our general 
partner. 

We retained a0 amount q u a l  to 2 pcrarnl of the ;-unit and Class C unit diSfribu1ion from the General Partner to maintain its 2 percent general 
partner interest in us. 

lo) 

(') 

11. RELATED PARTY TRANSAITIONS 

Administrative and Workjorce Related Services 

Enbridge and its affiliates provide management and administrative, operations and workforce related 
services to us. Employees of Enbridge and its affiliates are assigned to work for one or more affiliates of 
Enbridge, including us. Where directly attributable, the costs of all compensation, benefits expenses and 
employer expenses for these employees are charged directly by Enbridge to the appropriate affiliate. 
Enbridge does not record any profit or margin for the services charged to us. 

The portion of direct workforce costs associated with the management and administrative services 
provided at our Houston office and the operating and administrative services provided to support our 
facilities across the United States, are charged to us by Enbridge and its affiliates. 

Certain of the operating activities associated with our Liquids segment are provided by Enbridge 
Pipelines Inc. ("Enbridge Pipelines"), a subsidiary of Enbridge, as the majority of these pipeline systems 
form one contiguous system with the Enbridge system in Canada. These services include control center 
operations, facilities management, shipper services, pipeline integrity management and other related 
activities. The costs to provide these services are allocated to us from Enbridge Pipelines, based on an 
appropriate allocation methodology consistent with Enbridge's corporate cost allocation policy, including 
estimated time spent and miles of pipe. We also receive costs associated with control center services for 
some of the natural gas assets from another affiliate of Enbridge. 
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Enbridge also allocates management and administrative costs to us pursuant to our partnership 
agreement and related services agreements. These costs are allocated to us based on an allocation 
methodology consistent with Enbridge’s corporate cost allocation policy, including estimated time spent, 
number of full-time equivalent employees and capital employed. 

included in operating and administrative expenses. 

a 
During 2006, 2005 and 2004, we incurred the following costs related to these services, which are 

Year ended December 31, 
2006 200.5 2004 

(in millions) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Direct workforcecosts.. .......................................... $163.9 $117.0 $101.7 
Liquids Natural Gas operating costs ............................... 17.3 15.3 14.0 
Allocated management and administrative costs, including insurance. .. 27.4 20.1 17.2 

~~~ 

$208.6 $152.4 $132.9 --= 

Agiliate Revenues and Purchases 

We purchase natural gas from third-parties, which subsequently generates operating revenues from 
sales to Enbridge and its affiliates. These transactions are entered into at the market price on the date of 
sale. We also record operating revenues in our Liquids segment for storage, transportation and terminaling 
services we provide to affiliates. Included in our results for the twelve months ending December 31, 2006, 
2005 and 2004, are operating revenues of $42.8 million, $43.6 million, and $23.6 million, respectively, 
related to these transactions. 

We also purchase natural gas from Enbridge and its affiliates for sale to third-parties at market prices 
on the date of purchase. Included in our results for the twelve months ending December 31, 2006, 2005 
and 2004, are cost of natural gas expenses of $11.5 million, $4.5 million and $6.9 million, respectively, 
relating to these purchases. 

Agiliate Notes 

We have a loan payable to an affiliate of Enbridge that totaled $136.2 million and $151.8 million at 
December 31, 2006 and 2005, which matures in December 2007. The interest rate is 6.60% as of 
December 31,2006 and 2005. 

We incurred interest expense on the affiliate loan payable totaling $9.4 million, $9.7 million, and 
$9.0 million for the years ended December 31, 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively. We added the interest 
expense incurred on the affiliate loan payable to the principal amount of the loan for the specified 
amounts in each of the respective periods. Additionally, in 2006 we repaid approximately $20.0 million in 
principal amount of this note. 

General Partner Distributions 

a 

Our general partner owns an effective 2 percent general partner ownership interest in us. Pursuant to 
our partnership agreement we paid cash distributions to our general partner of $28.1 million, $25.3 million, 
and $22.9million for the years ended December31, 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively. The cash 
distributions we make to our general partner exclude an amount equal to 2 percent of the i-unit and 
Class C unit distributions, which we retain from the General Partner to maintain its 2 percent ownership 
interest in us. 
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As of December 31,2006 and 2005, the General Partner also owned 3,912,750 Class B common units, 
representing 4.9 and 5.8 percent limited partner interest in us. We paid the General Partner cash 
distributions of $14.5 million, $14.5 million and $14.4 million related to its ownership of Class B common 
units for the years ended December 31,2006,2005 and 2004, respectively. 

In August 2006, our general partner purchased approximately 5.4 million of our Class C units for 
$250 million, or $46.00 per unit. At December 31, 2006, the General Partner owned 5,535,076 of our 
Class C units, including 100,293 Class C units that we distributed in lieu of making cash distributions. The 
Class C units owned by our general partner represent an approximate 7.0 percent limited partner interest 
in us. Refer to Note 10 for additional information regarding the Class C units. 

Conflicts of Interest 

Enbridge Management makes all decisions relating to the management and control of ow business 
through a delegation of control agreement with the General Partner and us. The General Partner owns the 
voting shares of Enbridge Management and elects all of Enbridge Management’s directors. Enbridge, 
through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Enbridge Pipelines, owns all the common stock of the General 
Partner. Some of the General Partner’s directors and officers are also directors and officers of Enbridge 
and Enbridge Management and have fiduciary duties to manage the business of Enbridge and Enbridge 
Management in a manner that may not he in the best interests of our unitholders. Certain conflicts of 
interest could arise as a result of the relationships among Enbridge Management, the General Partner, 
Enbridge and us. Our partnership agreement and the delegation of control agreement contain provisions 
that allow Enbridge Management to take into account the interest of all parties in addition to those of our 
unitholders in resolving conflicts of interest, thereby limiting its fiduciary duties to our unitholders, as well 
as provisions that may restrict the remedies available to our unitholders for actions taken that might, 
without such limitations, constitute breaches of fiduciary duty. 

Enbridge Management 

Pursuant to the delegation of control agreement between Enbridge Management, our General 
Partner and us, and our partnership agreement, we pay all expenses relating to Enbridge Management. 
This includes Texas franchise taxes and any other similar capital-based foreign, state and local taxes not 
otherwise paid or reimbursed pursuant to a tax indemnification agreement between Enbridge and 
Enbridge Management on behalf of Enbridge Management. 

12. ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES 

We are subject to federal and state laws and regulations relating to the protection of the environment. 
Environmental risk is inherent to liquid hydrocarbon and natural gas pipeline operations and we could, at 
times, be subject to environmental cleanup and enforcement actions. We manage this environmental risk 
through appropriate environmental policies and practices to minimize any impact our operations may have 
on the environment. To the extent that we are unable to recover environmental liabilities associated with 
the Lakehead system assets through insurance, the General Partner has agreed to indemnify us from and 
against any costs relating to environmental liabilities associated with the Lakehead system assets prior to 
the transfer to us in 1991. This excludes any liabilities resulting from a change in laws after such transfer. 
We continue to voluntarily investigate past leak sites on our systems for the purpose of assessing whether 
any remediation is required in light of current regulations, and to date, no material environmental risks 
have been identified. 

In connection with our acquisition of the Midcoast systems in October 2002, the General Partner has 
agreed to indemnify us and other related persons for certain environmental liabilities of which the General 
Partner has knowledge and which it did not disclose. The General Partner will not be required to 
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indemnify us until the aggregate liabilities, including environmental liabilities, exceed $20.0 million, and 
the General Partner’s aggregate liability, including environmental liabilities, may not exceed, with certain 
exceptions, $150.0 million. We will be liable for any environmental conditions related to the acquired 
systems that were not known to the General Partner or were disclosed. 

As of December31, 2006 and 2005, we have recorded $4.1 million and $4.0million in current 
liabilities and $3.3 million and $4.8 million, respectively, in long-term liabilities primarily to address 
remediation of asbestos containing materials, management of hazardous waste material disposal, and 
outstanding air quality measures for certain of our liquids and natural gas assets. 

In March 2004, we reduced our long-term environmental liabilities by approximately $2.0 million 
related to certain of our Natural Gas assets. Since October 2002, during the time that these assets have 
been owned by us, we completed a review of the affected sites and determined that suspected 
contamination is less significant than originally estimated. Our assessment was based upon information 
gathered during the ownership period, existing technology, presently enacted laws and regulations and 
prior experience in remediating contaminated sites for similar assets. 

13. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 

Oil and Gas in Custody 

0 

Our Liquids assets transport crude oil and NGIs owned by our customers for a fee. The volume of 
liquid hydrocarbons in our pipeline systems at any one time varies from approximately 24 to 28 million 
barrels, virtually all of which is owned by our customers. Under the terms of our tariffs, losses of crude oil 
from identifiable incidents not resulting from our direct negligence may be apportioned among our 
customers. In addition, we maintain adequate properly insurance coverage with respect to crude oil and 
NGLs in our custody. 

Approximately 50% of the natural gas volumes on our natural gas assets are transported for 
customers on a contractual basis. We purchase the remaining 50% and sell to third-parties downstream of 
the purchase point. At any point in time, the value of our customers’ natural gas in the custody of our 
natural gas systems is not material to us. 

Rate Refunds 

On October 8, 2004, the FERC issued an Order on Remand (“Remand Order”) relating to initial 
rates on our Kansas Pipeline System (“KPC”) for the period of time between December 1997 and 
November 2002. We acquired KPC on October 17,2002. The Remand Order was issued in response to a 
United States Court of Appeals ruling in August 2003 requiring the FERC to address the issue of 
appropriate rate refunds, if any, with respect to KPC‘s initial rates. In the Remand Order, the FERC found 
that the proper initial rates are lower than the rates previously charged to customers pending resolution of 
this contested rate case. In accordance with the FERC’s findings, any difference between what was 
collected and the revised initial Section 7 rates for the period of time between December 1997 and 
November 2002, plus interest compounded quarterly, is subject to refund. 

Refunds to our customers were made in JanuaIy 2005 pursuant to a refund plan agreed upon with 
customers and approved by the FERC. Our Consolidated Statement of Income for the year ended 
December 31,2004, includes a charge of approximately $13.6 million for the rate refunds and interest. The 
rate refunds relate almost entirely to a time period prior to our ownership of KPC. 

Right-$ Way 

As part of our pipeline construction process, we must obtain certain right-of-way agreements from 
landowners whose property the pipeline will cross. Right-of-way agreements that we buy are capitalized as 

0 
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part of Property, plant and equipment. Right-of-way agreements that are leased from a third-party are 
expensed. We recorded expenses of $2.1 million, $1.9 million, and $1.8 million for the leased right-of-way 
agreements for the years ended December 31,2006,2005, and 2004, respectively. 

Legal Proceedings 

We are a participant in various legal proceedings arising in the ordinary course of business. Some of 
these proceedings are covered, in whole or in part, by insurance. We believe that the outcome of all these 
proceedings will not, individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on our financial 
condition. 

Future Minimum Commihnents 

As of Decemher 31, 2006, our future minimum commitments that have remaining non-cancelable 
terms in excess of one year are as follows: 

Future Minimum Commitments 

Purchase commitments'') ............. 
Power commitments'". ............... 
Other operating leases ............... 
Right-of-way"' ...................... 
Product purchase obligations'" ........ 
Service contract obligations"). . . . . . . . . .  
Total ............................... 

2007 2W8 2009 2010 2011 Thereafter Totpl 
(in millions) 

$451.8 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ - $451.8 
3.2 3.2 

28.8 10.8 9.1 6.9 1.9 0.1 - 

1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 42.4 50.9 
32.1 34.0 31.5 27.6 24.6 83.4 233.2 

_ _ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ ~  

- - - - - 

16.4 15.6 12.5 8.3 6.2 1.8 60.8 
$516.0 $60.4 $52.6 $39.5 $32.6 $127.6 $828.7 
~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _  

~~~ - - - -==-  

('I Represents commitments to purchase materials, primarily pipe from third-party suppliers in 
connection with our expansion projects. 

Represents commitments to purchase power in connection with our Liquids segment. 

Right-of-way payments are estimated to be approximately $1.7 million per year for the remaining life 
of all pipeline systems, which has been assumed to be 25 years for purposes of calculating the amount 
of future minimum commitments beyond 2011. 

We have long-term product purchase obligations with several third-party suppliers to acquire natural 
gas and NGLs at prices approximating market at the time of delivery. 

The service contract obligations represent the minimum payment amounts for firm transportation and 
storage capacity we have reserved on third-party pipelines and storage facilities. 

") 

(') 

(') 

") 
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(. 14. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - 
Fair Value of Debt Obligations 

The table below presents the carrying amount and approximate fair values of our debt obligations. 
The carrying amounts of our commercial paper obligations approximate their fair values at December 31, 
2006, due to the short-term nature of these obligations. The fair values of the First Mortgage Notes and 
Senior notes have been determined based on quoted market prices for the same or similar issues. 

Commercial paper .................................... 
Credit Facility. ....................................... 
9.150% First Mortgage Notes .......................... 
4.OOO% Senior notes due 2009.. ........................ 
7.900% Senior notes due 2012.. ........................ 
4.750% Senior notes due 2013.. ........................ 
5.350%Seniornotesdue2014 .......................... 
5.875% Senior notes due 2016.. ........................ 
7.0OO% Senior notes due 2018.. ........................ 
7.125% Senior notes due 2028.. ........................ 
5.950% Senior notes due 2033.. ........................ 
6.300% Senior notes due 2034. ......................... 

Fair Value of Dm'vative Financial Insfmments 

DeeernberJl.ZW6 December 31,2005 
Carrying 
Amount Fairvalue Fairvalue 

(in millions) 
$443.1 $443.7 $329.3 $329.3 

155.0 169.5 186.0 207.9 
200.0 194.2 199.9 193.0 
99.9 110.5 99.9 113.8 

199.8 188.6 199.8 190.8 
199.9 193.0 199.9 196.7 
299.7 297.4 
99.8 107.9 99.8 111.4 
99.8 108.9 99.8 113.0 

199.7 186.2 199.7 193.1 
99.8 97.1 99.8 100.8 

- - - - 

- - 

The fair values of our derivative financial instruments are determined based on available market 
information, valuation and modeling techniques. These modeling techniques require us to make estimates 
of future prices, price correlation, market volatility and liquidity. The estimates also reflect factors for time 
value of money and the volatility of prices underlying the contracts, the potential impact of liquidating 
positions in an orderly manner over a reasonable period of time under present market conditions, 
modeling risk, credit risk of counterparties and operational risk. 

0 
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Interest Rate Derivatives 

We enter into interest rate swaps, collars and derivative financial instruments with similar 
characteristics to manage the effect of future interest rate movements on our interest costs. The following 
table provides information about OUT current interest rate derivatives by transaction type for the specified 
periods. 

Fair Value 
December 31, 

(dollars in millions) 

Notional Partnership 
Principal Matority Date Pap Receives 2006 2 0 5  

Interest Rate Swaps 
Floating to Fixed: 

$ 30.0 
$ 30.0 
$ 30.0 
$ 30.0 
$ 30.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 50.0 
$ 25.0 

Fixed to Floating: 

3.180% LIBOR (*I 
3.180% LIBOR 
3.200% LIBOR 
3.220% LIBOR 
3.210% LIBOR 
4.715% LIBOR 
4.738% LIBOR 
4.740% LIBOR 
4.750% LIBOR 
5.158% LIBOR 
5.163% LIBOR 
5.165% LIBOR 
5.175% LIBOR 
4.370% LIBOR 
4.343% LIBOR 
4.310% LIBOR 

- 
$ 50.0 LIROR-21bps"' 4.750% 
$ 50.0 LIROR-2lbps(') 4.750% 
$ 25.0 LIBOR-25bps"' 4.750% 

Treasurv Locks: 

January18,2006 $ - 
January 20,2006 - 
January 27,2006 - 
January 30,2006 - 
February3,2006 - 
January 22,2007 0.1 
January 24,2007 0.1 
February 3,2007 0.1 
February 8,2007 0.1 

April 3,2007 0.1 
April10,2007 - 
April 17,2007 - 
April25,2007 - 

June 1,2013 1.5 
June 1,2013 1.6 
June 1,2013 0.7 

June 1,2013 (0.5) 
June 1,2013 (0.5) 
June I ,  2013 (0.3) 

$100.0 4.697% 30Yr UST(?' December 17,2007 1.2 
$100.0 4.668% 30Yr UST December 17,2M)7 1.6 

Calls $ 50.0 5.500% LIBOR June 13,2008 0.1 
Puts $ 50.0 4.199% LIBOR June 13,2008 - 
Calls .$ 50.0 5.500% LIBOR June25,2008 - 
Puts $ 50.0 4.149% LIBOR June25,2008 - 

Interest Rate Collars: 

$0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

1.0 
1.1 
0.5 

0.2 
0.2 
0.2 

- 
- 

- 
- 
- 
- 

('I 

('I 

('I 

A bps refers to a basis point. One basis point is equivalent to l/lOO'h of 1 percent. 

LIBOR refers to the three-month US.  London Interbank Offered Rate. 

UST refers to United States Treasury notes. 

Our floating to fixed rate interest rate swaps maturing in 2007 qualify for hedge accounting treatment 
as set forth in SFAS No. 133 and have been designated cash flow hedges of interest payments on $400 
million of our variable rate indebtedness. Similarly, our treasury locks maturing in 2007 qualify for hedge 
accounting treatment pursuant to the requirements of SFAS No. 133 and have been designated as cash 
flow hedges of future interest payments on the first $200 million of an anticipated debt issuance. 
Additionally, our interest rate collars qualify for hedge accounting treatment as per SFAS No. 133 and 
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have been designated as cash flow hedges of interest payments on $100 million of our variable rate 
indebtedness. As such, the fair value of these derivative financial instruments are recorded as assets or 
liabilities on our Consolidated Statements of Financial Position with the changes in fair value recorded as 
corresponding increases or decreases in Accumulated other comprehensive income. 

The floating to fixed rate and fxed to floating rate interest rate swaps maturing in 2013 have not been 
designated as cash flow or fair value hedges under SFAS No. 133 and, as a result, changes in the fair value 
of these derivative financial instruments are recorded in earnings as an increase or decrease in interest 
expense. 

Commodity Price Derivatives 

commodity derivative financial instruments at December 31,2006 and 2005: 
The following table provides summarized information about the fair values of our outstanding 

December 31.2006 December 31,2005 
Wld Avg Price Fair Value‘” Fair Value”’ 

Notional __ Receive Ppr Assel Liability Asset Liability 
Swaps 

Naturalgas‘” 
Receive variable/ pay 

Receive fiiedi pay 

Receive variable/ pay 

fmed ................ 
variable . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

variable ............. 
NGL” 

Receive variable/ pay 

92,254,562 $ 6.70 

123,886,005 6.37 

85,845,702 7.36 

$ 7.44 $ 25.6 $ (94.2) $511.0 $ (12.7) 

7.13 84.3 (160.7) 15.1 (790.4) 

7.32 7.9 (4.8) 8.0 (5.3) 

f i e d  ................ 

variable ............. 
Receive fined/ pay 

Crudei2’ 
0 

Receive fiiedi pay 
variable . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Options-calls 
Natural gas”’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Options-puts 
Natural gas”) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Totals“’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

99,645 38.52 

8,335,133 37.91 

1,386,571 52.21 

1,826,000 7.47 

2,890,000 7.19 

- 43.65 - (0.5) - 

39.98 18.3 (34.4) - (60.3) 

66.34 0.2 (18.5) 0.2 (22.0) 

(5.4) - (9.5) 4.31 - 

- 0.1 - 1.0 4.67 ~ ~ __ ~ 

$137.3 $(318.5) $534.4 $(900.2) 
~~~~ 

(‘I 

( I )  

13) 

(‘I 

Notional amounts for natural gas are recorded in millions of British thermal units (“MMBtu”) 

Notional amounts for NGL and Crude are recorded in Barrels (“Bbl”). 

Fair values of derivatives are presented in millions of dollars. 

We record the fair value of our derivative financial instruments in the balance sheet as current and 
long-term assets or liabilities on a net basis by counterparty. 

15. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND HEDGING ACTMTIES 

Our net income and cash flows are subject to volatility stemming from changes in interest rates on our 
variable rate debt obligations and fluctuations in commodity prices of natural gas, NGLs, condensate and 
fractionation margins (the relative price differential between NGL sales and the offsetting natural gas 
purchases). Our interest rate risk exposure does not exist within any of our segments, but exists at the 
corporate level where our variable rate debt obligations are issued. Our exposure to commodity price risk 
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exists within our Natural Gas and Marketing segments. To mitigate the volatility of our cash flows, we use 
derivative financial instruments (i.e., futures, forwards, swaps, options and other financial instruments with 
similar characteristics) to manage the risks associated with market fluctuations in commodity prices and 
interest rates. Based on our risk management policies, all of our derivative financial instruments are 
employed in connection with an underlying asset, liability and/or forecasted transaction and are not 
entered into with the objective of speculating on interest rates or commodity prices. 

Accounting Treatmenl 

All derivative financial instruments are recorded in the consolidated financial statements at fair 
market value and are adjusted each period for changes in the fair market value (“mark-to-market”). The 
fair market value of these derivative financial instruments reflects the estimated amounts that we would 
pay or receive, other than in a forced or liquidation sale, to terminate or close the contracts at the 
reporting date, taking into account the current unrealized losses or gains on open contracts. We use 
actively traded external market quotes and indices to value substantially all of the financial instruments we 
utilize. 

Under the guidance of SFAS No. 133, if a derivative financial instrument does not qualify as a hedge, 
or is not designated as a hedge, the derivative is adjusted to its fair market value, or marked-to-market, 
each period with the increases and decreases in fair value recorded in our Consolidated Statements of 
Income as increases and decreases in Cost of natural gas for our commodity-based derivatives and Interest 
expense for our interest rate derivatives. Cash flow is only impacted to the extent the actual derivative 
contract is settled by making or receiving a payment to or from the counterparty or by making or receiving 
a payment for entering into a contract that exactly offsets the original derivative contract. Typically, we 
settle our derivative contracts when the physical transaction that underlies the derivative financial 
instrument occurs. 

If a derivative financial instrument qualifies and is designated as a cash flow hedge, a hedge of a 
forecasted transaction or future cash flows, any unrealized mark-to-market gain or loss is deferred in 
Accumulated other comprehensive income (“AOCI”), a component of Partners’ Capital, until the 
underlying hedged transaction occurs. To the extent that the hedge instrument is effective in offsetting the 
transaction being hedged, there is no impact to the income statement. At inception and on a quarterly 
basis, we formally assess whether the hedge contract is highly effective in offsetting changes in cash flows of 
hedged items. Any ineffective portion of a cash flow hedge’s change in fair market value is recognized each 
period in earnings. Realized gains and losses on derivative financial instruments that are designated as 
hedges and qualify for hedge accounting are included in Cost of natural gas for commodity hedges and 
Interest expense for interest rate hedges in the period the hedged transaction occurs. Gains and losses 
deferred in AOCI related to cash flow hedges, for which hedge accounting has been discontinued, remain 
in AOCI until the underlying physical transaction occurs unless it is probable that the forecasted 
transaction will not occur by the end of the originally specified time period, or within an additional two- 
month period of time thereafter. Generally, our preference is for our derivative financial instruments to 
receive hedge accounting treatment whenever possible, to mitigate the non-cash earnings volatility that 
arises under mark-to-market accounting treatment. To qualify for cash flow hedge accounting as set forth 
in SFAS No. 133, very specific requirements must he met in terms of hedge structure, hedge objective and 
hedge documentation. 

If a derivative financial instrument is designated and qualifies as a fair value hedge of the change in 
fair market value of an underlying asset or liability, the gain or loss resulting from the change in fair market 
value of the derivative financial instrument is recorded in earnings adjusted by the gain or loss resulting 
from the change in fair market value of the underlying asset or liability. Any ineffective portion of a fair 
value hedge’s change in fair market value will he recorded in earnings as the amount that is not offset by 
the gain or loss on the change in fair market value of the underlying asset or liability. We include the gains 
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and losses associated with derivative financial instruments designated and qualifying as fair value hedges of 
our debt obligations in Interest expense on our Consolidated Statements of Income. Similar to derivative 
financial instruments designated as cash flow hedges, very specific requirements must be met in terms of 
hedge structure, hedge objective and hedge documentation. 

0 

Non-Qualified Hedges 

Many of our derivative financial instruments qualify for hedge accounting treatment under the specific 
requirements of SFAS No. 133. However, we have four primary transaction types associated with our 
commodity derivative financial instruments where the hedge structure does not meet the requirements to 
apply hedge accounting. As a result, these derivative financial instruments do not qualify for hedge 
accounting under SFAS No. 133 and are referred to as “non-qualified.” These non-qualified derivative 
financial instruments are marked-to-market each period with the change in fair value, representing 
unrealized gains and losses, included in Cost of natural gas in our Consolidated Statements of Income. 
These mark-to-market adjustments produce a degree of earnings volatility that can often be significant 
from period to period, but have no cash flow impact relative to changes in market prices. The cash flow 
impact occurs when the underlying physical transaction takes place in the future and when the associated 
financial instrument contract settlement is made. 

The four primary transaction types that do not qualify for hedge accounting are as follows: 

I. Transportation-In our Marketing segment, when we transport natural gas from one location to 
another the pricing index used for natural gas sales is usually different from the pricing index 
used for natural gas purchases, which exposes us to market price risk relative to changes in those 
two indices. By entering into a basis swap, where we exchange one pricing index for another, we 
can effectively lock in the margin, representing the difference between the sales price and the 
purchase price, on the combined natural gas purchase and natural gas sale, removing any market 
price risk on the physical transactions. Although this represents a sound economic hedging 
strategy, the derivative financial instruments (k., the basis swaps) we use to manage the 
commodity price risk associated with these transportation contracts do not qualify for hedge 
accounting under SFAS No. 133, since only the future margin has been fixed and not the future 
cash flow. As a result, these derivative financial instruments are marked-to-market. 

Storage-In our Marketing segment, we use derivative financial instruments (i.e., natural gas 
swaps) to hedge the relative difference between the injection price paid to purchase and store 
natural gas and the withdrawal price at which the natural gas is sold from storage. The intent of 
these derivative financial instruments is to lock in the margin, representing the difference 
between the price paid for the natural gas injected and the price received upon withdrawal of the 
gas from storage in a future period. We do not pursue cash flow hedge accounting treatment for 
these storage transactions since the underlying forecasted injection or withdrawal of natural gas 
may not occur in the period as originally forecast. This can occur because we have the flexibility 
to make changes in the underlying injection or withdrawal schedule, given changes in market 
conditions. In addition, since the physical natural gas is recorded at the lower of cost or market, 
timing differences can result when the derivative financial instrument is settled in a period that is 
different from when the physical natural gas is sold from storage. As a result, derivative financial 
instruments associated with our natural gas storage activities can create volatility in our earnings. 

Natural Gas Collars-In our Natural Gas segment, we had previously entered into natural gas 
collars to hedge the sales price of natural gas. The natural gas collars were based on a NYMEX 
price, while the physical gas sales were based on a different index. To better align the index of the 
natural gas collars with the index of the underlying sales, we de-designated the original cash flow 
hedging relationship with the intent of contemporaneously re-designating the natural gas collars 

2. 

3. 
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as hedges of forecasted physical natural gas sales with a NYMEX pricing index. However, 
because the fair value of these derivative instruments was a liability to us at re-designation, they 
are considered net written options under SFAS No. 133 and do not qualify for hedge accounting. 
These derivatives are being marked-to-market, with the changes in fair value from the date of 
de-designation recorded to earnings each period. As a result, our operating income will be 
subject to greater volatility due to movements in the prices of natural gas until the underlying 
long-term transactions are settled. 

Optional Natural Gas Processing Volumes-In our Natural Gas segment we use derivative 
financial instruments to hedge the volumes of NGLs produced from our natural gas processing 
facilities. Our natural gas contracts allow us the option of processing natural gas when it is 
economical, and ceasing to do so when processing becomes uneconomic. We have entered into 
derivative financial instruments to fii the sales price of a portion of the NGLs that we produce at 
our discretion and to fix the associated purchases of natural gas required for processing. We will 
designate derivative financial instruments associated with NGLs we produce at our discretion as 
cash flow hedges when the processing of natural gas is probable of occurrence. However, we are 
precluded from designating the derivative financial instruments entered to manage the respective 
commodity price risk when we are unable to accurately forecast the NGLs to he processed at our 
discretion. As a result, our operating income will be subject to increased volatility due to 
fluctuations in NGL prices until the underlying transactions are settled or offset. 

In each of the instances described above, the underlying physical purchase, storage and sale of natural 
gas and NGLs are accounted for on a historical cost or market basis rather than on the mark-to-market 
basis we utilize for the derivative financial instruments employed to mitigate the commodity price risk 
associated with our storage and transportation assets. This difference in accounting @e., the derivative 
financial instruments are recorded at fair market value while the physical transactions are recorded at 
historical cost) can and has resulted in volatility in our reported net income, even though the economic 
margin is essentially unchanged from the date the transactions were consummated. 

Discontinuance of Hedge Accounting 

In ZOOS, we discontinued application of hedge accounting in connection with some of our derivative 
financial instruments designated as hedges of forecasted sales and purchases of natural gas. We 
discontinued application of hedge accounting when we determined it was no longer probable that the 
originally forecasted purchases and sales of natural gas would occur by the end of the originally specified 
time period, or within an additional two-month period of time thereafter. As discussed above, this can 
occur because we have the flexibility to make changes to the underlying delivery locations for our 
transportation assets and to the underlying injection or withdrawal schedule for our storage assets, given 
changes in market conditions. One of the key criteria to achieve hedge accounting under SFAS No. 133 is 
that the forecasted transaction be probable of occurring as originally set forth in the hedge documentation. 
As a result, in 2005, we recognized previously deferred unrealized losses in our Marketing segment of 
approximately $9.0 million from the discontinuance of hedge accounting. In doing so, we reclassified the 
$9.0 million to Cost of natural gas on our Consolidated Statements of Income from AOCI. Going forward, 
the derivative financial instruments for which hedge accounting has been discontinued are considered to 
be non-qualified under SFAS No. 133, and must be marked-to-market each period, with the increases and 
decreases in fair value recorded as increases and decreases in earnings. Also included in the loss from 
discontinuance are approximately $2.1 million of net mark-to-market losses that relate to hedge positions 
that were closed out in ZOOS. 

4. 
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The following table presents the unrealized gains and losses associated with changes in the fair value 
of our derivatives, which are recorded as an element of Cost of natural gas in our Consolidated Statements 
of Income and disclosed as a reconciling item on our Statements of Cash Flows: 

Derivstivefair value gains (losses) 
December31, Derember31, December31, 

2W6 2005 2W4 
(in millions) 

Natural Gas segment.. ........................ 
Hedge ineffectiveness. ...................... S(1.9) $ (2.5) $(l.l) 
Non-qualified hedges 1.8 (5.6) 

Non-qualified hedges 64.5 (41.3) (2.1) 
Discontinued hedges. - - 

- ....................... 
Marketing ................................... 

....................... 

....................... 
~ ~ 

Derivative fair value gains (losses) .............. $64.4 
~ 
~ ~ ~ 

De-designation and Settlement of Derivatives 

In connection with the sale of assets in December 2005, as discussed in Note 3 to these Consolidated 
Financial Statements, we settled for cash of approximately $16.3 million, natural gas collars representing 
derivative financial instruments on sales of 2,000 MMBtuld of natural gas through 2011. We had previously 
recorded unrealized losses associated with the natural gas collars that were realized upon settlement. 
Additionally, we de-designated derivative financial instruments that qualified for and were designated as 
cash flow hedges of forecasted sales of 273 Bpd of N G I s  through 2007 and contemporaneously closed out 
the position by entering into an offsetting derivative financial instrument, at market, on forecasted 
purchases of 273 Bpd of NGLs through 2007. 

Derivative Positions 

Our derivative financial instruments are included at their fair values in the Consolidated Statements 
of Financial Position as follows: 

0 
December31, December31, 

2006 2W5 
(in millions) 

Receivables, trade and other.. ....................... $ 7.2 $ 5.8 
Other assets, net ................................... 11.0 4.2 
Accounts payable and other ......................... (57.2) (129.2) 
Other long-term liabilities.. ......................... (136.4) (243.0) 

$ 0 -  
~ ~ 

The decrease in our obligation associated with derivative activities is primarily due to the decline in 
current and forward natural gas prices at December 31,2006 in relation to current and folward natural gas 
prices at December 31, 2005. The Partnership’s portfolio of derivative financial instruments is largely 
comprised of long-term fixed price natural gas sales and purchase agreements. 

We record the change in fair value of our highly effective cash flow hedges in AOCI until the 
derivative financial instruments are settled, at which time they are reclassified to earnings. We regularly 
enter into treasury locks to hedge the interest on anticipated issuances of indebtedness. The settlement of 
a treasury lock can result in the retention of unrecognized gains or losses in AOCI that are amortized to 
interest expense over the life of the related debt issuance. We paid $10.2 million in December 2006, to 
settle treasury locks in connection with the issuance of $300 million in principal amount of our senior 
notes. The $10.2 million will be amortized from AOCI to interest expense over the 10-year life of the 
senior notes. 
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Also included in AOCI are unrecognized losses of approximately $4.8 million associated with 
derivative financial instruments that qualified for and were classified as cash flow hedges of forecasted 
commodity transactions that were subsequently de-designated. These unrealized losses are reclassified to 
earnings over the periods during which the originally hedged forecasted transactions affect earnings. For 
the years ended December 31,2006,2005 and 2004, we reclassified unrealized losses of $78.3 million, $33.8 
million and $12.6 million, respectively, from AOCI to Cost of natural gas on our Consolidated Statements 
of Income for the fair value of derivative financial instruments that were settled. We estimate that 
approximately $57.6 million of AOCI representing unrealized net losses on cash flow hedging activities at 
December 31,2006, will he reclassified to earnings during the next twelve months. 

We do not require collateral or other security from the counterparties to our derivative financial 
instruments, all of which were rated “BBB+” or better by the major credit rating agencies. 

16. SEGMENT INFORMATION 

Our business is divided into operating segments, defined as components of the enterprise, about which 
financial information is available and evaluated regularly hy our Chief Operating Decision Maker in 
deciding how resources are allocated and performance is assessed. 

Each of our reportable segments is a business unit that offers different services and products that is 
managed separately, since each business segment requires different operating strategies. We have 
segregated our business activities into three distinct operating segments: 

Liquids; 

Natural Gas; and 

Marketing. 

The following table presents certain financial information relating to our business segments as of and 
for the years ended December 31,2006,2005 and 2004. 

Total revenue ........................ 
Less: Intersegment revenue ............ 
Operating revenue .................... 
Cost of natural gas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Operating and administrative. . . . . . . . . . .  
Power ............................... 

Gain on sale of assets ................. 
Operating income. .................... 
Interest expense ...................... 
Rate Refunds ........................ 

Depreciation and amortization . . . . . . . . .  

As of and for the Year Ended December 31,2006 
Liquids Natursl Gas Marketinl: Corporatem Total 

(in millions) 
$ 512.8 $5,404.1 $3,182.3 $ - $9,099.2 

2,383.4 ~ 206.8 - 2,590.2 
512.8 3,020.7 2,975.5 - 6,509.0 
- 

~~ 

- 2,601.1 2,913.5 - 5,514.6 
141.3 215.4 5.4 2.7 364.8 

- 107.6 107.6 
64.1 70.3 0.5 0.2 135.1 

199.8 133.9 56.1 (2.9) 386.9 

- - 

- - - - - 
~~ ~ ~~ 

- - - (110.5) (110.5) 
- - - - - 

........................ - 8.5 8.5 Other income 
Netincome ........................ $ 199.8 $ 133.9 $ 56.1 $(104.9) $ 284.9 

Totalassets .......................... $1,816.4 $2,797.3 ~ $ 366.9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _  $ 243.2 $5,223.8 
Capital expenditures (excluding 

acquisitions) ....................... $ 237.2 $ 614.8 $ 1.9 $ 10.5 $ 864.4 

- - 
~~ ~ _ _ _ _  

~ 
~ ~~ 

~~ 
~~ 

~ ~~ 
~~ 
~~ 

. . .  

( I )  Corporate consists of interest expense, interest income and certain other costs such as franchise taxes, 
which are not allocated to the other business segments. 
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Lisoids 

$ 418.0 

418.0 

144.2 
74.8 
71.7 

127.3 

- 
~ 

- 

- 
~ 

- 

Total revenue ......................... 
Less: Intersegment revenue ............. 
Operating revenue.. ................... 
Cost of natural gas.. ................... 
Operating and administrative. ........... 
Power. ............................... 
Depreciation and amortization .......... 
Gain on sale of assets .................. 
Operating income. ..................... 
Interest expense ....................... 

Other income ...... ..... 
Net income ......................... 

Total assets ........................... 
Capital expenditures (excluding 

acquisitions) ........................ 

. .  

...................... 

. . .  

- 
______ 

$ 127.3 
$1,664.0 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

$ 77.0 

$4,945.1 $3,884.2 $ - $9,247.3 
2,593.0 177.4 - 2,770.4 
2.352.1 3.706.8 - 6.476.9 

~~ 

2;018.7 3,744.6 - 51763.3 
175.0 4.1 3.5 326.8 

- 74.8 
66.0 0.5 - 138.2 
- - 

(18.1) - - (18.1) __ 
110.5 (42.4) (3.5) 191.9 

- 5.0 5.0 
$ 110.5 $ (42.4) $0 $ 89.2 
$2,145.9 $ 512.3 _ _ _ _  $ 106.2 $4,428.4 

- 
~~ ~~ 

_ _ _ _  ~ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _  ~~ 

~~ $ 263.8 $ 0.2 $ 3.8 $ 344.8 
~~ 

('I Corporate consists of interest expense, interest income and certain other costs such as franchise taxes, 
which are not allocated to the other business segments. 

As of and far the Year Ended December31,ZW 
Liquids Natural Gas Marketinz Corporate"' ~ Total 

(in milliws) 
..................... $ 409.3 $2,890.1 $2,686.9 $ - $5,986.3 

............ 1,570.2 124.4 - 1,694.6 Less: Intersegment revenue - 

Operating revenue. ................... 409.3 1,319.9 2,562.5 - 4,291.7 
.................. 1,03 1.8 2,555.3 - 3,587.1 Cost of natural gas.. - 

Operating and administrative.. . . . . . . . . .  128.9 138.3 3.4 3.5 274.1 
- 72.8 Power 72.8 - 

Depreciation and amortization . . . . . . . . .  68.5 51.7 0.2 0.1 120.5 
Gain on sale of assets 
Operating income 139.1 98.1 3.6 (3.6) 237.2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - (88.4) (88.4) Interest expense - - 

....................... - (13.6) (13.6) Rate refunds.. - - 

~ _ _  0 
- ............................... 

- - - - - ................. ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~ ~ 

........................ 3.0 3.0 Other income 
Netincome ........................ $ 139.1 $ 98.1 $ 3.6 $0 $ 138.2 

Totalassets .......................... $1,639.8 $1,717.2 ~ $ 313.7 $ 100.0 $3,770.7 
Capital expenditures (excluding 

- - - 
~~ ~~ ~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~~ 

~~ _ _ _ _ _  
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~ 

~~ 

. . .  acquisitions) ....................... $ 81.9 $ 197.4 $ 0.3 $ 9.2 $ 288.8 

' I )  Corporate consists of interest expense, interest income and certain other costs such as franchise taxes, 
which are not allocated to the other business segments. 

17. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 

On January 26,2007, the board of directors of Enbridge Management declared a distribution payable 
to our partners on February 14,2007. The distribution was paid to unitholders of record as of February 6, 
2007, of our available cash of $80.0 million at December 31, 2006, or $0.925 per limited partner unit. Of 
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this distribution, $57.6 million was paid in cash, $11.7 million was distributed in i-units to our i-unitholder, 
$10.2 million was distributed in Class C units to the holders of our Class C units and $0.5 million was 
retained from the General Partner in respect of the i-unit and Class C unit distributions to maintain its two 
percent general partner interest. 

In January 2007, we detected a leak on line 14 of our Lakehead system, near the Owen, Wisconsin 
pump station. We immediately shut the pipeline down and dispatched emergency response crews to 
oversee containment, cleanup and repair of the pipeline at an estimated cost of less than $1 million. We 
estimate the spill to approximate 1,500 barrels. We completed excavation and repairs and returned the line 
to service within two days. We have applied pressure restrictions to the line as we work with federal and 
state environmental and pipeline safety regulators to investigate the cause of the rupture. Such pressure 
restrictions are not anticipated to have a material impact on system through-put. We have the potential of 
incurring additional expenditures to remediate any condition on the line that is determined to have caused 
the rupture. 

In February 2007, a contractor undertaking work in Rusk County, Wisconsin on the Enbridge 
Southern Lights project punctured the adjacent Line 14 pipeline, resulting in a release of crude oil 
estimated at 3,000 barrels. As the spill was largely contained within the ditch used for construction, 
environmental impact was minimized. Impact to customers was minimized as the line was repaired and 
returned to sewice in less than two days. We are investigating this incident and will record costs associated 
with the repair and cleanup as such amounts are determined. 

18. QUARTERLY FINANCIAL DATA (Unaudited) 

2006 Quarters 
Operating revenue. .......................... 
Operating income'" .......................... 
Net income'". ............................... 
Net income per limited partner unit"''z) ........ 
2005 Quarters 
Operating revenue. .......................... 
Operating income.. .......................... 
Net income ................................. 
Net income per limited partner unit") .......... 

$1.888.6 
$ 108.0 
$ 81.1 
$ 1.12 

$1,250.1 
$ 53.2 
$ 28.2 
$ 0.37 

Second Third Fourth 
(in millions, except per unit amounts) 
- - ~  

$1,424.7 $1,532.3 $1,663.4 
$ 93.6 $ 108.7 $ 76.6 
$ 70.4 $ 82.2 $ 51.2 
$ 0.96 $ 1.03 $ 0.56 

$1,332.7 $1,809.6 $2,084.5 
$ 50.6 $ 11.9 $ 76.2 
$ 25.7 $ (14.4) $ 49.7 
$ 0.32 $ (0.32) $ 0.68 

Total 

$6,509.0 
$ 386.9 
$ 284.9 
$ 3.62 

$6,476.9 
$ 191.9 
$ 89.2 
$ 1.06 

'I) The General Partner's allocation of net income has been deducted before calculating net income per 
limited partner unit. 

The fourth quarter of 2006 includes approximately $8.3 million for raw natural gas purchases and 
transportation and fractionation charges that relate to prior years that we had not previously 
recorded. 

'*) 
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